
ESSAY ON COEDUCATION IS GOOD OR BAD

Co-Education is Good or Bad Essay ( Words). Co-education means the education of boys and girls together. In recent
years, some of our.

In co-educational institutions, girls cannot always take part in sports, debates, etc. They cannot easily have a
hostel on its campus. Co-education is an important and essential means to achieve it. They should be given
education but with care and caution. It is becoming increasingly popular day by day. Co-education has some
disadvantages as well. Social conditions have a direct effect upon educational institutions. There should be a
lot of creative activity. Co-education can make boys and girls compete with each other in studies. There are
some topics in subjects like psychology and medicine, which cannot easily be discussed before both the sexes.
While studying side by side in different classes, they learn to co-operate for common aims or purposes. Under
this system of education, there is no segregation on sex-basis. But there is a strong criticism against the
system, particularly from conservatives and orthodox people. Boys try to do better than girls in studies. They
emphasize the fact that they have to respect and listen to the opposite sex as they listen and respect one from
their own. Girls will not feel shy nor will the boys tease the girls as a result of co-education. They learn to
co-operate. It is the very natural phenomenon where both the genders have to be together to face the world,
your senior could be a male or a female and you would have to create a friendly environment and must be at
ease with the opposite sex. There are many co-educational colleges in the city. No space for discrimination:.
The old walls and barriers of medieval morality and dead traditions should be removed. Everyone tries to do
his or her best. It means a lot of extra cost and expenses, separate colleges also mean the need to double the
number of trained teachers. Thus, the co-education system avoids waste and saves the economy.


